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The right to have a favourable environment is one of the natural human rights and it is closely related
to such right as to life and health. The Constitution of the Russian Federation and the Stockholm Declaration
guarantee this right to everyone.
However many occasions show that this right is challenged or even absent due to the imperfect legal
and organizational mechanism. Moreover, often these legal mechanisms are being abolished or reduced. At
the same time, this diminishes the right of people to take part in decision making, to receive full and
trustworthy information, and the right to receive compensation for the damage made.
In Russia a possible sphere for applying ecological expertise is drastically reduced, including public
ecological expertise. It minimised possibilities to directly take citizens’ opinion through referendum into
account, restricted inspections of business by governmental and municipal controlling bodies, reduced
people a possibility to receive protection from harmful impact of enterprises.
In public practice, both in Russia and in the EU countries, it is extremely difficult to achieve the
termination of project activities that chiefs of high rang are interested in, despite the fact these projects might
harm the environment. The existing orders that include the opinion of the citizens are ineffective, often these
procedures are manipulated in order to legitimise the activities that are harmful to the environment and
ecological interests of people.
EU-Russia Civil Society Forum is of opinion that each of us has the right to a favourable
environment. It is one of the basic priorities, which needs to be protected.
We are convinced that both in Russia and the EU is necessary to develop an effective legislation mechanism
that takes people opinion into account before the decisions about the environmental issues are made.
Moreover, this legal mechanism should allow people to receive full and reliable information about the
condition of the environment as well as full compensation of ecological harm made.
Address of the EU-Russia Civil Society Forum to the Government of the Russian Federation,
the European Council and the European Commission
Climate change and securing stability of hydrocarbons supplies from Russia to the EU
1)

Due to exhaustion of hydrocarbonic deposits in Siberia, stability of gas deliveries to Europe can be
maintained at the expense of reduction of internal consumption of gas. The Strategy for the
development of Siberia for the period until 2020, approved by the Government of the Russian
Federation in 2009, provides for a stage-by-stage replacement of gas power stations by coal, thus the
share of coal power stations (
) in Siberia’s fuel and energy balance will increase by 1,5 – 2
times. Also, it is planned to increase electrogeneration at the expense of building new hydroelectric
power stations (dams) on Angara and Yenisei, and these hydroelectric power stations are categorized
by the hydropower companies as a renewable energy source.

2) Thus, preservation of stability of hydrocarbons supplies to Europe is provided at the expense of
deterioration of climatic indicators in Russia (an increase in emissions of hotbed gases and human
influence on key climate regulating functions – climatic system of Arctic regions (key
vulnerabilities)).
3) The stability of supplies of the Russian gas to Europe shouldn't occur to the detriment of
environment and the quality of life of local communities.
Recommendations to the Government of the Russian Federation, the European Council and

the European Commission:
1) To increase the efficiency of generation, transportation and consumption of energy and to
accelerate the development of alternative energy sources for the EU and Russia.
2) To ensure observance of the international ecological standards when designing new hydroelectric
power stations and the associated aluminum factories as well as pulp-and-paper industrial
complexes.
3) To ensure participation of experts from the EU and Russia in discussions related to strategy of
development of the Nizhneye Priangarye Region at conference planned for February 2012 in
Krasnoyarsk, with the participation of OAO”Evrosibenergo" (En+), Rusala and OAO "Rusgidro".
4) To support NGOs in preparing adequate information materials and carrying out of preliminary
information campaign in the EU countries and Russia.

Policy Recommendations by the EU-Russia Civil Society Forum to the Government of the
Russian Federation, the European Council and the European Commission
Strengthening EU-Russia Relations through Speeding up the Low Carbon Transition
At the time of the UN climate conference in Durban and in view of the EU-Russia Summit 15 December 2011
organisations from all specters of civil society urge Russia and the EU to significantly and urgently step up
their low-carbon cooperation.
Organisations urge the upcoming and following EU-Russia Summits to give impetus to seriously enhance
low-carbon and climate change cooperation in particular in the framework of the EU-Russia Partnership of
Modernisation. The EU-Russia Civil Society Forum additionally urges Russia and individual Member States
of the EU to considerably deepen their bilateral cooperation in the fields of climate change and low-carbon
modernisation.
Furthermore, the EU-Russia Civil Society Forum strongly urges Russia and the EU to step up their presently
weak efforts to negotiate a meaningful new global climate treaty in Durban and at the Rio+20 Summit.
The EU has to come to the UN climate negotiations with an unconditional target of at least 30%, instead of
its current weak 20% target. The Russian government must take part in
new Kyoto Protocol commitment
period and pursue an unconditional 35% emissions target for 2020 instead of its weak target range of 15 to
25%. These enhanced efforts of both sides are essential to enhance trust and willingness to commit to own
binding targets in newly industrialised countries.
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